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New EU proposals for clean vehicle procurement
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Public procurement can act as a strong
demand-side stimulus for industry.
However, public bodies have until now
only purchased relatively small volumes
of clean vehicles. On 8 November 2017,
the European Commission (EC) proposed
a new EU directive covering all relevant
public procurement practices for road
transport vehicles in a simplified manner.
The proposal aims to increase the market
uptake of clean vehicles, leading to lower
production costs and lower prices, and
exerting a positive effect also on private
demand. The text is intended to amend
the current Clean Vehicles Directive (CVD)
(2009/33/EC), following conclusions that
the latter delivered only marginally on
its main objective of stimulating public
procurement of clean (low and zeroemission and other alternative fuels)
vehicles across the EU.
The requirements that will be placed on
local and national governments, in fact
all contracting authorities, from the EC’s
proposed CVD for purchases above the
EU thresholds are the following:
• Scope: The scope has been broadened
to cover purchases, rent, lease or hirepurchase of road transport vehicles by

Zoom in on... Circular procurement
A report, the presentations and a
recording of the second edition of
the Circular Procurement Congress,
which was held on 18-19 October in
Tallinn (Estonia), are now available
online. The Congress provided a unique
opportunity to explore the latest
developments and thinking on circular
procurement and on how it is being put
into practice.
More Information

contracting authorities, operators of
public services, public transport service
providers, and providers of certain
listed services. The latter includes
waste collection and postal delivery
services, for instance.
• Clean vehicle - a single definition for
a ‘clean vehicle’ for different vehicle
categories is proposed. M1 (cars up to
eight seats), M2 (passenger vehicles up
to five tonnes), N1 (goods vehicles up
to 3.5 tonnes). The definition is based
on maximum tailpipe (or exhaust)
emissions expressed in CO2 g/km and
air pollutants. The definition for N2
and N3 (heavy goods vehicles) and
M3 (buses) is currently technology
based (electricity, hydrogen and gas
- including biogas, CNG and LNG).
However this can be changed to a
definition based on tailpipe emissions
once work on appropriate testing
cycles and procedures for CO2 is done.
• The methodology for calculating
lifetime costs of vehicles has been
dropped completely.
To read the full article
click here.
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Zoom in on... Conference on public
procurement, 7 December
At the beginning of October, the
European
Commission
adopted
a strategic package on public
procurement, focused on the effective
uptake of provisions in the public
procurement directives to modernise,
professionalise and digitalise public
procurement practice, while also
facilitating investment in large infrastructure projects. The Conference
‘Joining Forces on Public Procurement
to Power Investment’, taking place in
Brussels, aims to build a partnership
between EU institutions, national and
other authorities, and stakeholders to
make public procurement work better.
More information
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GPP example
Creating circular loops through biogas buses
in Vaasa (Finland)
Building on Finland’s Energy and Climate
Map 2050 - which aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% by
2050 compared to 1990 levels - the City
of Vaasa created an Energy and Climate
Programme in 2016, which fixed the goal
of becoming a carbon neutral city by 2035.
Vaasa has a population of 67,500 people
and is situated on Finland’s west coast.
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In 2014, the City of Vaasa set out to procure a fleet of 12 buses, which could run fully
on biogas recovered from organic waste and waste-water sludge at local treatment
plants. Contract performance clauses, which specified a rebate for the supplier if
annual consumption was more efficient than estimates, or a refund if less, were also
included to incentivise lasting and reliable performance.
By using biogas, the buses would not only forgo the fossil fuel that would otherwise
have been used (280,000 litres of diesel every year), but also support the creation of
‘circular economy loops’ by making use of the energy recovered by regional waste
management company Stormossen. Stormossen is a waste processing company
partly owned by the City, which generates biogas out of sewage sludge from Vaasa’s
waste water treatment facility and separately collected household bio-waste.

Zoom in on... Sustainable
procurement at COP23
Mayors, Deputy Mayors and other
political representatives from the cities
of Auckland (New Zealand), Budapest
(Hungary), Cape Town (South Africa),
Denver (USA), Ghent (Belgium), Oslo
(Norway), Seoul (South Korea) and
Tshwane (South Africa) came together
at the 3rd annual High Level Assembly
of the Global Lead City Network on
Sustainable Procurement (GLCN on
SP) on 11 November 2017 at COP23
in Bonn (Germany). Read about the
commitments made at the event.

Download the full case study here.

Taking action on green purchasing in Estonia
Karen Silts is a
Senior Officer in
the Environmental
Management
Department in the
Estonian Ministry of the
Environment. She works
with the development
and co-ordination of
Green Public Procurement (GPP), the EU Ecolabel,
EMAS (Eco - Management and Audit Scheme),
European and Estonian Business Awards for the
Environment, and is involved in consulting the private
sector in advance of proposals for new legislation.

Could you tell us a bit about the GPP
initiatives happening in Estonia?
When it comes to green procurement
matters in Estonia, then we’re very
much at the beginning with it, but
we’re continuously engaged in raising

awareness actions. The public sector
is a very large consumer. Total public
consumption accounts for 14-16% of
Estonia’s gross domestic product (GDP).
Given that the national government is the
most significant spender here, this must
be done responsibly and sustainably
and in view of the interests of society as
a whole. The public sector can direct the
market towards more environmentallyfriendly
production
through
its
purchasing power. If public purchasers
include environmental requirements
in their public tenders, this will push
providers to offer environmentallyfriendly products, which in turn means
more sustainable production.
To read the interview in full,
click here.

To read more GPP examples, visit the European Commission’s GPP website. Previous
issues of the GPP News Alert are available here.
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Zoom in on... Award winning purchases
The winners of the 2017 Procura+ Award
were announced at an Award Ceremony
held in Tallinn (Estonia). The ceremony
was held as part of the eafip Conference
on Innovation Procurement. Projects
involving recycled textiles, eco-labelled
school buildings and remanufactured
furniture emerged as Europe’s most
sustainable and innovative public
procurements. The Municipality of
Hyvinkää (Finland), Public Health Wales
and the Ministry of Defence of the
Netherlands were the three winners.
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